Founder Wally Byam knew that a rounded low-profile shape would make towing easier and more stable. And he knew that aluminum would make his trailers as light as possible.

The resulting combination has been a Airstream travel trailers are world-renowned for their superior structural integrity. That’s because Airstream employs semi-mono-coque construction, consisting of an inner and outer layer of aluminum stretched and riveted to the frame, working as an integral part of the structure.

Hand-built with a craftsman’s attention to detail, this aluminum skin offers unmatched durability and strength for its weight. Just ask one of the more than 100,000 Airstream owners.

FLYING CLOUD TRAILERS

When you’re ready to take a break from the great outdoors, the Flying Cloud invites you inside with the flair of modern design. From fabrics to fixtures to cabinetry, the Flying Cloud line reflects your taste in clean, comfortable, contemporary styling throughout. The right sized travel trailer for any adventure, the Airstream Flying Cloud travel trailer combines light weight and ruggedness with total practicality. Innovative storage solutions and multi-function work spaces prevail throughout the living space, like underseat storage or the additional counter space available when the sink cover is in place.

No matter if you’re a first-time Airstreamer or seasoned veteran of the road, the Flying Cloud gets you on your way to your next adventure in contemporary style, luxurious comfort, and long-lasting value.
Please visit www.airstream.com to see a full set of model specifications, floorplans, features and options, and to find your nearest Airstream dealer.